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Bulk properties and electronic structure of PuFeAsO
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Here we present bulk property measurements and electronic structure calculations for PuFeAsO, an actinide
analog of the iron-based rare-earth superconductors RFeAsO. Magnetic susceptibility and heat capacity data
suggest the occurrence of an antiferromagnetic transition at TN = 50 K. No further anomalies have been observed
down to 2 K, the minimum temperature that we have been able to achieve. Structural measurements indicate that
PuFeAsO, with its more localized 5f electrons, bears a stronger resemblance to the RFeAsO compounds with
larger R ions than NpFeAsO does.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strongly correlated materials provide one of the most
exciting arenas for theoretical and experimental research in
condensed matter physics. Compounds containing elements
of the actinide series yield many of the greatest challenges
in this field, driven principally by their 5f electronic states,
which display characteristics that are simultaneously itinerant
and localized.1,2 Plutonium is at the crossroads of bandlike and
atomiclike behavior,3 and compounds containing plutonium
display a fantastic range of physical phenomena, as a direct
consequence of this unique electronic property.4,5

A huge volume of research has resulted from the recent
discovery of superconductivity6 in the RFeAsO series of
compounds, where R represents a rare-earth element, charac-
terized by its atomiclike 4f electrons. The replacement of this
species by a member of the actinide series presents an exciting
opportunity to study the effect of varying electron correlation.
In fact, the successful substitution with Np to form the
NpFeAsO parent compound has already been reported,7 where
the physical properties were fundamentally different from
those of the RFeAsO family. The replacement of Np with Pu
is the next logical step, that is, the replacement of an itinerant
5f band with 5f electronic states which straddle the transition
metal/rare-earth regime. Here we present the synthesis, crystal
structure, bulk physical properties, and the first-principles
electronic structure calculations of the Pu-based oxypnictide,
PuFeAsO.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Polycrystalline samples of PuFeAsO were produced by
solid state reaction using PuAs, Fe3O4, and elemental Fe as
described in Ref. 7. The room temperature crystallographic
structure was determined by x-ray powder diffraction on a
Bruker D8 Focus diffractometer put inside a glove box for
measurements on transuranium compounds. The diffractome-
ter is equipped with a Cu Kα1 source and a germanium

(111) monochromator. To avoid contamination of the box, the
powder sample was embedded in an epoxy glue.

Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility χ (T ) have
been performed in the temperature interval 2–300 K using
a Quantum Design MPMS-7T superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) and a polycrystalline sample held
in a plastic tube. Raw longitudinal magnetization data have
been corrected for diamagnetic contributions and the small
additional signal due to the empty sample holder. Specific heat
measurements were performed as a function of temperature
using a Quantum Design PPMS-9T system via the relaxation
method. Because of the radioactivity and toxicity of plutonium,
the sample was wrapped in the heat conducting STYCAST
� 2850 FT resin to avoid contamination risks. Due to the
self-heating effects associated with the α decay of 239Pu, it
was not possible to extend the heat capacity measurements
below ∼7 K. The measured data have been corrected for the
encapsulation contribution by applying a standard procedure.
The contribution to the heat capacity curve due to a PuO2

impurity phase has been subtracted by using the data reported
in Ref. 8.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The room temperature x-ray powder diffraction profile is
presented in Fig. 1. Two impurity phases can be detected:
PuAs and PuO2 of 3% and 6%, respectively. PuFeAsO is an
isostructural analog of the rare-earth iron oxypnictide family
RFeAsO, as can be seen by the successful refinement of the
XRD data, shown in Fig. 1, to the ZrCuSiAs-type structure.
To facilitate comparison, crystallographic parameters for
MFeAsO (M = Np, Pu) as well as for RFeAsO (R = La,
Tb) derived from Rietveld refinement of the structural model
are given in Table I.

Figure 2 presents the unit cell volume for the rare-earth
R-1111 series as a function of the ionic radius r of the R3+
ion. Assuming that the Np and Pu trivalent ions have the same
crystallographic environment, we can deduce the ionic radii of
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Rietveld refinement of room temperature
x-ray powder diffraction data for PuFeAsO. Upper part: blue circles
observed data, red solid line calculated intensities. The lower part
shows, on the same scale, the difference between the observed and
calculated patterns. The black (upper) tick marks correspond to the
Bragg peaks from the PuFeAsO (P4/nmm, s.g. 129) structure, with
the red (middle) and blue (lower) sets referring to the PuAs and PuO2

impurities of 3% and 6%, respectively. The vertical arrow indicates
a broad peak (2θ � 21◦) that originates from the epoxy glue used
for embedding the PuFeAsO powder. The insert shows a zoom of
the 42–60 deg interval to highlight the excellent quality of the fit:
Rwp = 2.8, Rexp = 2.46, χ 2 = 1.29.

Pu3+ and Np3+. The radii were found based on the calculated
unit cell volume for PuFeAsO, NpFeAsO, and the V (r) trend in
the RFeAsO series, which in Fig. 2 is represented by a straight
line through the data. Estimated radii are 1.20 and 1.14 Å for
Pu3+ and Np3+, respectively. The ionic radii values are larger
than those reported by Shannon and Prewitt10 [r(Pu3+) =
1.00 Å and r(Np3+) = 1.04 Å], although in that case they
were for coordination number N = 6. This discrepancy may be
explained by the fact that increasing the coordination number
(for the same oxidation state) causes an increase of the ionic
radii, for example, r(T b3+) is 0.923 Å and 1.04 Å, for N = 6
and N = 8, respectively.10 To our knowledge, the radii for

TABLE I. Lattice parameters, volume, and dinter distance for
LaFeAsO, TbFeAsO, NpFeAsO, and PuFeAsO at room temperature.
The data for LaFeAsO and TbFeAsO are taken from Ref. 9.

LaFeAsO TbFeAsO NpFeAsO PuFeAsO

a (Å) 4.0367(1) 3.9043(3) 3.86369(4) 3.91925(5)
c (Å) 8.7218(4) 8.408(1) 8.36125(11) 8.49792(17)
V (Å3) 142.12(1) 128.17(3) 124.82(1) 130.53(2)
z (M) 0.14141(5) 0.13455(3) 0.15477(14) 0.14607(13)
z (As) 0.65138(9) 0.66389(6) 0.6709(4) 0.6606(4)
dinter (Å) 3.888(1) 3.901(1) 3.954(4) 3.890(4)
dFe-As (Å) 2.4128(4) 2.3895(3) 2.403(2) 2.388(2)
αFe-As-Fe 113.6◦ 109.6◦ 107.0◦ 110.3◦

Rwp – – 5.38 2.8
Rexp – – 4.68 2.46
χ 2 – – 1.32 1.29

FIG. 2. (Color online) The unit cell volume for the rare-earth
R-1111 series vs the ionic radius of the R ion. The volume values have
been calculated based on the data from Ref. 9, and the radii of the
corresponding trivalent R metal in octahedral coordination were found
in Ref. 10. The red, solid points on the diagram represent trivalent
Np and Pu, based on the unit cell volume obtained for NpFeAsO and
PuFeAsO, respectively. The upper inset shows the As (large yellow
spheres) and Fe (small blue spheres) planes, highlighting two different
As-As distances: dintra and dinter. These distances are also labeled on
an alternative projection in the lower inset.

eightfold coordinated trivalent neptunium and plutonium have
not been previously reported.

In Ref. 9 Nitsche et al. have successfully employed a
hard-sphere model in order to understand the structural trends
in the RFeAsO system. The model reveals a geometrical
limit for the structure and clearly explains why the RFeAsO
compounds with the heavier (and smaller) R lanthanides can be
obtained only via high-pressure synthesis methods. The basic
arguments behind this hard sphere model are illustrated in the
lower inset of Fig. 2. This shows that the interplanar distance
dinter (thick red line) is equal to 2rAs since in this direction the
As ions (large yellow spheres) are in contact. This distance
slightly increases from 3.889 to 3.901 Å, for LaFeAsO and
TbFeAsO respectively. Meanwhile, the intraplanar distance
dintra (thin black line) is along [100], and equal to the a lattice
parameter. The hard sphere model reveals that the RFeAsO
structure is formed only for dintra � dinter. The geometrical
limit can be seen by the disappearing of the gap between the As
ions for dintra = dinter. This is the case for TbFeAsO, which lies
at the border of stability and therefore DyFeAsO and HoFeAsO
can be synthesized only by high-pressure methods.11,12 The
criterion is satisfied for PuFeAsO. However, for NpFeAsO
dintra is smaller than dinter, despite the fact that NpFeAsO
may be synthesized without recourse to high pressure,7 which
means that the hard sphere model does not work for NpFeAsO.
This is likely to be due to the less ionic character of the
chemical bonds in NpFeAsO compared to PuFeAsO.

Figure 3(a) shows the χ (T ) curve measured after zero-field
cooling (ZFC) with an applied magnetic field of 7 T. The
rapid increase of χ (T ) below 150 K is caused by the onset
of ferromagnetic order in the PuAs impurity, characterized
by a Curie temperature of 129 K.13 At 50 K, χ (T ) reaches
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Zero-field-cooling magnetic suscepti-
bility of PuFeAsO, corrected for the presence of PuAs and PuO2

as described in the text. (b) Inverse magnetic susceptibility and a
Curie-Weiss fit to the high temperature part, yielding an effective
moment of 1.4 ± 0.2 μB . (c) The difference in magnetization curves
�M = M(T ,H2) − M(T ,H1) measured with applied fields H2 = 7 T
and H1 = 6 T, showing two magnetic anomalies in our PuFeAsO
sample.

a maximum and then slightly decreases with decreasing
temperature, which suggests the presence of a magnetic
transition at this temperature. The inverse susceptibility curve
is plotted in Fig. 3(b). Above 200 K the magnetic susceptibility
can be fitted by a modified Curie-Weiss law to obtain a Curie-
Weiss temperature of −42 ± 9 K (suggestive of the presence
of antiferromagnetic fluctuations), a temperature independent
susceptibility χ0 = (3.8 ± 1.2) × 10−4 emu mol−1, and an
effective paramagnetic moment of 1.4 ± 0.2 μB . The above
values have been obtained by fitting the (χ − χ0)−1 curve to a
straight line, taking into account the contribution of the impu-
rity phases PuO2 (temperature independent paramagnetism14)
and PuAs. For the latter compound, only the Curie-Weiss
paramagnetic signal above 200 K was subtracted, which was
obtained based on the fitting parameters reported in Ref. 13.

The obtained μeff of 1.4 ± 0.2 μB for PuFeAsO is almost
twice as large as the LS-coupling value of 0.85 μB expected
for a Pu3+ ion with a Russell-Saunders 6H5/2 ground state.
This discrepancy might be due to the additional magnetism
of the Fe ion in PuFeAsO, as suggested by the band
structure calculations described below. However, assuming
intermediate coupling, as we did for NpFeAsO,7 and zero
crystal-field splitting, the calculated effective moment would
be approximately 1.4 μB ,15 in very good agreement with our
measurement.

Figure 3(c) shows the difference (�M) between the
temperature-dependent magnetization curves measured in an
applied field of 7 and 6 T, divided by �H = 1 T. This
procedure is used in order to subtract the ferromagnetic signal
of the unreacted ferromagnetic impurities.16 The susceptibility
(�M/�H ) derived in such a way shows two anomalies. By
analogy to results from NpFeAsO,7 the anomaly at 50 K is
attributed to antiferromagnetic ordering of PuFeAsO, whereas

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Temperature dependence of the heat
capacity Cp of PuFeAsO and a blow-up of the temperature interval
around 126 K, where the small anomaly due to the ferromagnetic
transition of PuAs occurs. (b) A sharp λ anomaly at TN ∼ 50 K
reveals the stabilization of antiferromagnetic order in PuFeAsO.
(c) Cp/T as a function of T 2 and a fit to Cp/T = γ + βT 2.

the anomaly at higher temperature is caused by the PuAs
ferromagnetic transition at T = 129 K.13

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity (Cp) is
shown in Fig. 4(a). The raw data have been corrected for
the additional heat capacity of the stycast and PuO2 impurity
phase by scaling the data reported in Ref. 8. A small anomaly
is seen at 126 K corresponding to the ferromagnetic transition
temperature in the PuAs impurity phase, but the large λ

anomaly at 50 K confirms the bulk nature of the transition
in PuFeAsO and this is zoomed on in Fig. 4(b) in order to
define the Néel temperature of PuFeAsO.

A straight line through the data in Fig. 4(c) shows the
fit of Cp/T = γ + βT 2 in the range 7 < T < 10 K. The fit
reveals an electronic heat capacity γ = 4 mJ K−2 mol−1, and a
Debye temperature θD = 194 K (where β = 12π4NkB/5θ3

D).
Although the experimental data were fitted only up to 10
K, which is five times lower than TN , we are aware of the
magnetic contribution (Cmag) to the specific heat. Subtracting
Cmag should not change the value of γ , but might slightly
change β, and consequently the Debye temperature. While the
electronic heat capacity of PuFeAsO is an order of magnitude
smaller than that of NpFeAsO, their Debye temperatures are
not very different, as expected from the similarities in the
lattice parameters and the very small change in atomic masses.

To further investigate the electronic and magnetic character
of PuFeAsO, we have performed first-principles local-spin-
density approximation (LSDA) and LSDA plus Coulomb-U
(LSDA + U ) calculations assuming the tetragonal ZrCuSiAs
crystal structure with crystallographic parameters determined
experimentally at room temperature. Gaining inspiration from
neutron scattering data for structural analogs, we assumed
that the magnetic and crystallographic unit cells coincide.
Furthermore, we assumed that the magnetic moment is
aligned along the c axis, as it is the case for NpFeAsO,7

and considered nonmagnetic (NM), ferromagnetic (FM), and
antiferromagnetic (AF) arrangements for Pu atoms.
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TABLE II. Spin mS , orbital mL, and total mJ magnetic moments
(μB ), for one (of two) Pu, Fe, As, and O atoms in antiferromagnetic
PuFeAsO, resulting from calculations with LSDA and LSDA + U =
4 eV with FLL-double-counting flavor.

LSDA LSDA+U

Pu Fe As O Pu Fe As O

mS 4.30 0.62 0.03 0.00 3.65 0.51 0.01 0.00
mL − 2.87 0.03 0.00 0.00 − 4.06 0.03 0.00 0.00
mJ 1.43 0.65 0.03 0.00 − 0.41 0.54 0.01 0.00

We used the in-house implementation of the full-potential
linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method.17 This
FP-LAPW version includes all relativistic effects (scalar-
relativistic and spin-orbit coupling), and relativistic imple-
mentation of the rotationally invariant LSDA + U .18 In the
FP-LAPW calculations we set the radii of the atomic spheres
to 2.75 a.u. (Pu), 2.2 a.u. (Fe, As), and 1.6 a.u. (O). The
parameter RNp × Kmax = 9.625 determined the size of the
basis set and the Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling was performed
with 405 k points. For the plutonium f shell, Slater integrals of
F0 = 4.00 eV, F2 = 7.76 eV, F4 = 5.05 eV, and F6 = 3.70 eV
were selected to specify the Coulomb interaction.19 They cor-
respond to commonly accepted values for Coulomb U = 4 eV
and exchange J = 0.64 eV parameters. The so-called fully
localized-limit (FLL) flavor for LSDA + U double-counting
correction is used in the calculations. Following previous
analysis for the NpFeAsO case,7 the choice of the FLL double
counting is expected to be most appropriate for the PuFeAsO
material.

In LSDA we found that spin polarization decreases the
total energy with respect to the nonmagnetic solution by
0.877 eV/ per formula unit (f.u.) for the FM solution, and by
0.776 eV/f.u. for the AF solution, suggesting an FM-ordered
ground state. However, when we included the Coulomb-U and
exchange-J using the LSDA + U method, the FM solution is
higher in the total energy than the AF solution by 4.4 meV/f.u
in agreement with the bulk measurements. It should be noted
that the total energy difference between the FM and the
AF solutions in PuFeAsO is substantially smaller than in
NpFeAsO.7

The spin mS , orbital mL, and total mJ magnetic moments
for the AF calculations with LSDA and LSDA + U are shown
in Table II. The staggered local magnetic moments, which are
due to magnetic polarization of the Pu f shell, are formed
at the two Pu atoms in the unit cell. The small magnitude
of the ordered local magnetic moment mJ is due to partial
compensation of its spin mS and orbital mL components.

The exchange splitting at the Pu atoms forces the induced
staggered spin moments at the Fe atoms in a checkerboard
AF arrangement. Contrary to the NpFeAsO case, where the
Fe atom moments are fairly small, they reach ∼0.5 μB in
PuFeAsO. Such moments on the iron could at least in principle
be detected in future neutron powder diffraction or Mössbauer
measurements.

The LSDA + U total and partial (atom, spin, and orbital-
resolved) density of states (DOS) are shown in Fig. 5.
The total DOS at EF of 4.0 states eV−1 corresponds to
a noninteracting value of the Sommerfeld coefficient γ =
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Electronic structure calculations for
PuFeAsO. (Top) The relativistic spin- and orbital-resolved density
of states (DOS) per unit cell, including the partial f -DOS on Pu atom
and d-DOS on Fe atom. (Bottom) Band structure of PuFeAsO with
f -weight fatbands.

4.7 mJ K−2 mol−1, which agrees well with the experimental
value of 4 mJ K−2 mol−1. The DOS near the Fermi energy (EF )
has mostly Fe-d character (see Fig. 5), while the As-p and O-p
states are mostly located at 2–7 eV energy interval below EF .
The Pu-f states are split by the exchange interaction. The f

character, which is shown by fatbands in Fig. 5, is shifted away
from the Fermi level.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Fermi surface of PuFeAsO exhibiting
five double-degenerate sheets with pronounced two-dimensional
character, three holelike (FS-1, 2, 3) and two electronlike (FS-4,
5). The shade of colors encodes the energy gradient.

The Fermi surface (FS) is shown in Fig. 6, and consists
of five sheets, each of them doubly degenerate. Examination
of the band structure shows that FS sheets 1–3 are holelike,
and centered at the 
 point. FS-4 and FS-5 are electronlike
and centered at the M point. Note the fairly two-dimensional
character of the FS.

Finally, we calculate the electronic structure of PuFeAsO in
the paramagnetic phase. We use a dynamical mean-field-like
approach combining the local density approximation (LDA)
with the exact diagonalization (ED)20 of the single impurity
Anderson model which include the energy dependent self-
energy �. These LDA + ED calculations also include self-
consistency over the charge density in the FP-LAPW basis
employing the procedure of Ref. 21. In these calculations we
keep the same Slater integrals as above, and set the inverse
temperature β = 235 eV−1 (T = 50 K).

The resulting f -orbital DOS is shown in Fig. 7. It is
seen that a small quasiparticle peak is formed at EF due

−7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
Energy  (eV)
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f−DOS
f−DOS−LDA

FIG. 7. (Color online) The f -electron spectral density of states
(DOS) for the Pu atom in PuFeAsO from paramagnetic LDA + ED
calculations in comparison with LDA.

to hybridization between f and non-f states. Most of the
f -character weight is shifted into Hubbard bands, at variance
with LDA. Often, LDA [or its semilocal analog generalized
gradient approximation (GGA)] is used to model a paramag-
netic state of f -electron systems. Our calculations show that
LDA/GGA are not appropriate, and that electron correlation
effects play an essential role in PuFeAsO.

The corresponding ground state for the Pu atom in
PuFeAsO is a composite cluster of electrons formed by the
f shell and the hybridization bath, containing 〈nf + nbath〉 =
10.73 particles, with 〈nf 〉 = 5.01. A similar calculation per-
formed for the PuCoGa5 superconductor yields 〈nf 〉 = 5.30
and 〈nf + nbath〉 = 14, corresponding to a singlet ground state
for the composite cluster.22 This suggests that the f electrons
in PuFeAsO are less hybridized with the conduction band than
in PuCoGa5 and are close to a static integer valence.

The expectation values 〈X̂2〉 = X(X + 1) (X = S, L, J )
calculated for the f shell in PuFeAsO give S(5f ) = 2.21,
L(5f ) = 4.63, and J (5f ) = 2.52 for the spin, orbital, and
total moments, respectively. The individual components of
the moments 〈Ŝ(5f )

z 〉 and 〈L̂(5f )
z 〉 however vanish, so that

the spin-orbital symmetry is preserved and neither spin nor
orbital polarization is induced in the absence of the external
magnetic field. Subsequently, the effective magnetic moment
μeff = gJ

√
J (J + 1) = 0.25 μB is evaluated, where the g

factor gJ = (L − 2S)/J is used. This is smaller than the
experimental moment derived from the magnetic susceptibility
measurements. This difference between the theory and experi-
ment can be interpreted as a consequence of the nonzero local
moment of the Fe atom.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have succeeded in synthesizing a pluto-
nium analog of the iron-based oxypnictide superconductors
RFeAsO. Powder x-ray diffraction at room temperature shows
that PuFeAsO has the same tetragonal layered structure exhib-
ited by LaFeAsO, with a unit cell volume close to GdFeAsO.
A comparison of the relevant crystallographic parameters
suggests that the stability of PuFeAsO can be well described
by the hard-sphere model proposed for understanding the
structural trends in the R-1111 system,9 implying a Pu3+
valence state with a well localized 5f electronic configuration.
This is not the case for NpFeAsO, where the chemical
bonds seem to have a more covalent or transition-metal-like
character.

Magnetic susceptibility and specific heat measurements
have been used to characterize the macroscopic physical prop-
erties of PuFeAsO. As the samples were prepared using 239Pu,
large self-heating effects associated with α decay limited the
lowest attainable temperature in specific heat measurements
to 7 K. Down to this temperature we observe only one
anomaly related to PuFeAsO, suggesting the stabilization of
antiferromagnetic order below TN = 50 K. No further anomaly
is observed between ∼2 and 7 K in the magnetic susceptibility
curve. A similar behavior is exhibited by NpFeAsO, where
the magnetic order at the Np site below 57 K has been
confirmed by neutron diffraction.7 A TN in PuFeAsO smaller
than in the Np analog implies a smaller exchange interaction.
On the other hand, electronic structure calculations suggest
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that the induced staggered magnetic moment on the Fe
sublattice of PuFeAsO is comparable to that carried by the
Pu atoms, whereas in the case of NpFeAsO the induced Fe
magnetic moment is calculated to be one order of magnitude
smaller than the Np moment. The ground state of the Pu
atoms in the paramagnetic phase has been calculated by
a method combining the local density approximation with
an exact diagonalization of the single impurity Anderson
model, in order to take into account the full structure of
the f -orbital multiplet. The results indicate an occupation
number of the Pu 5f shell very close to 5, corresponding to a
stable Pu3+ configuration, in contrast to δ-Pu and PuCoGa5

for which an intermediate valence configuration has been
suggested.22

The high temperature anomalies that are always present in
the parent RFeAsO compounds are not observed in PuFeAsO,
and so we would suggest that, similar to NpFeAsO, spin
density wave condensation and structural phase transition are
not present in PuFeAsO. Continuing the trend from Np to Pu

and on to Am, one might imagine that the increased degree of
localization of the Am 5f electrons might be more compatible
with a magnetic structure on the iron independent of that on
the f electron ion, such that the SDW and related structural
transition might be present.
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